
A MEAN VALUE THEOREM FOR THE HEAT EQUATION

W. FULKS

The Gauss mean value theorem and its converse, due to Koebe,

characterize solutions of Laplace's equation [2]. In view of the strong

analogy between Laplace's equation and the heat equation it seems

reasonable to expect an analogue of the Gauss-Koebe result to hold

for the heat equation. The purpose of this paper is to present such a

result. For simplicity we work in two dimensions, though it is clear

from the calculations that the result is independent of dimensions.

Murakami [3] has used a limit form of the mean value formula we

establish here on which to base his discussion of generalized parabolic

operators.

Let H and H' be the heat operator and its adjoint respectively:

Hu = uxx — ut,        H'u = tt„ + ut.

Then

(1) uH'v — vHu = (uux — vvx)x + (uv)t.

By the divergence theorem, using (£, t) as integration variables,

we get

(2) I   [uH'v — vHujd^dr =   I   [(wn{ — vu()ni + uvnzlds
J D J J b

where « = (»i, n%) is the exterior unit normal to B=dD. We assume

of course sufficient smoothness to apply the divergence theorem. If

Hu = H'v = 0, then (2) becomes

(3) I   [(«»{ — »«j)«i + uvn?\ds = 0,
J B

and if v = \ this reduces to

(4) I   [ — Mj«i + uni\ds = 0.
J B

As was pointed out by Goursat [l ], this last result is analogous to the

formula fB(du/dn)ds = 0 for harmonic function. The following result,

essentially given in [l], points up this analogy.

Theorem 1. Let R be an open region and let u be a solution of Hu = 0
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in R. Then (4) holds for every contour {simple closed rectifiable curve)

which together with its interior lies in R. Conversely, if u and ux are con-

tinuous in R, and (4) holds for every such contour, then Hu = 0 in R.

Proof. The first part of the theorem has been established by the

calculations leading up to (4). To prove the second part observe that

(4) can be written in the form

/ud£, + utir = 0,
B

so that the integral is independent of the path in R. Hence (u, w$) is

the gradient of a function v in R. We have then

Z)J   =   U, Vr   =   M{,

so that

Vi( =  ttj =  VT.

Thus v is a solution of the heat equation in R, and hence z/tEC'", so

that in R,

Hu = Hvt = (Hv)t = 0.

The fundamental solution k of the heat equation is given by

((47r0-1/2exp(*2/40,    />0
k(x, t) =  <

lo, t£ 0.

The curve described by

k(x0 — £, to — r) = c

where (x0, to) is a fixed point and c a positive constant, is a smooth

convex curve lying in the half plane {t^/0} and symmetric about

the line }£ = Xo}. As c—><» it shrinks to the point (xo, to). We denote

this curve by B(x0, tQ; c) and usually delete the arguments. By

Bt = Bt(xo, t0;c) we mean 5Pi {r^t}. We further define D = D(x0, t0, c)

as the interior of B, Dt = Dn{r^t} and 7,sJ)nJT = f}, and will be

concerned only with the case where h^tt^to, h being the minimum

value of t on B.

If u is a solution of the heat equation in an open region R, and

(x0, to) is a point in R, then B (and hence D) will lie in R for c suffi-

ciently large, say c^c0. Denoting k(x0 — £, to — r) simply by k we

apply (3) with v = k to dDt = Bt\JIf Thus

/[(«&£ — kui)iii + ukn?\ ds = 0.
BtUlt
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On It we have n\ = 0, ra2 = 1 so that

—   I    Ukdx =   I    uk^Hids +   I    &[ — MjWi + «w2] <fo

or

(5) I   ukdx =   I    «( — k^ni)ds — c I    [ — «j» + «wj] rf$,
•'/l *^B| •'B,

since & = e on 5 and hence on Bt. (We note that (3) is an undirected

line integral so that the signs in the two last equations are correct.)

If we let t—Ho — 0 we get, formally,

U(X0, t0) =    I   w(— £|»i) & —  C   I    [ — Wftti + M»2] rfj,

(6) w(x0, to) =  I m( — k^ni)ds,
J B

using equation (4) and the S-function property of k at t = t0. We pro-

ceed to examine the limiting procedure more carefully to justify the

deduction of (6) from (5).

One easily computes «i and &j on B to get

-k(m = c(x0 - f)*{4(*o - !)2(<o - r)2 + [2(/0 - r) - (*0 - £)*]*}-1/!.

If we set

(7) Q(x, I) = cx^xH2 + {It - x2)2]-1'2,

then (6) becomes

(8) u(x0, to) =   I  Q(x0 — £, t0 — t)«(£, t) ds.
J B

We first examine Q. Setting x0 — % = x, to — r = t we estimate Q for

x, t near (0, 0) for c fixed. On B, x2=-2t log (4ttc2<), so that Q be-

comes, as t—>0

-c2/log(47rc20

[-8t* log(4irca0 + [2t + 2t log 47rc2<]2]1'2

-c2t log(4irc2/)

" ((2t log 4xc202[l + O(l)])1'2 ~ °'

Thus Q is bounded and continuous on B and the first term 'on the

right side of (5) has the limit indicated, namely the right side of (6).
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The second term on the right side of (5) gives no trouble, so we turn

to left side of (5). This is

f k(xo - {, /„ - 0«ft, 0 dH.

By the continuity of u at (x0) to) we have m(£, t)=u{xo, to)+V>

where tj—>0 as (£, t)—»(x0, Jo); in particular sup/, |ij| —*0 as /—»/0. Thus

J&«<iS = w(x0, to) I   £(x0 — f, /o — 0 d£ + 0(1) as / —»/0-

And

J£(*o - & /o - t) rfr =   I     jfe(x, 0 J/
I, J -x,

where Xi=( — It log (4irc2<))1/2. Substituting x2/it — y we get

1        /»-Xi/2>/t J        /» oo

- I exp(—y2) dy-+- I     exp(—y2) dy = 1 as /—► 0.

This justifies (6) and (8) and establishes the following.

Theorem 2. Lef ube a solution of the heat equation in an open region

R. Then for any (x, t)£R, there is a c0>0 such that for c^Co

«(*, 0 = I 0(* - &' - 0«tt, t) <fc

where B = B(x, t; c) and Q is defined by (7).

We note the following:

(9) Q(x, t) > 0,    on B

and by setting u = 1 in (8) we get

(10) fe(*-*,<-T)<fcel.

It is also easy to verify that for any fixed (x, t) and c, the curve

B(x, t; c) has a horizontal tangent at the point (x, t).

We proceed to build up to the analogue of Koebe's theorem, through

the maximum principle.

If R is an open region and Po = (xo, to) is a point in R, then we will

denote by Rp0 the set of points (£, t) £i? which can be connected to

(x0, to) by a polygonal line on which t is strictly increasing as the line
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is described from (£, t) to (x0, to). Rp0 is called the influence region of

Po relative to R. Let u be a continuous function in R. If the assump-

tion of a maximum or minimum by u at a point P£R implies

m = const in RP we say that u satisfies the parabolic maximum prin-

ciple. It is well known [4] that solutions of the heat equation satisfy

this principle.

Further, if P0 = (xo, <o)£P, then there is a Co such thatS(x0, h;c) dR

for all c^c0. If u is a continuous function with the property that for

(*, t)GR

u(x, t) =   I  Q(x — £, / — t)w(£, t) ds
J B

for all c^c0 (where c0 is determined as above) then we will say that u

satisfies the parabolic mean value property in R. We relate these

concepts in the following theorem.

Theorem 3. Let u be a continuous function in the open region R, and

let u satisfy the parabolic mean value property there. Then u satisfies

the parabolic maximum principle in R.

Proof. Suppose u attains a maximum (or a minimum) at a point

Po = (x0, t0)E.R, and let Pi = (xi, /i)£Pp0. There is then a polygonal

line L in Pp0 connecting Pi to Po on which t is monotone increasing.

Since L is bounded away from the boundary of Pi there is a c0 such

that B(x, t; c) CP for every (x, t) on L and every c^c0. It follows

from (9) and (10) that u(x, t)=u(x0, to) in the set swept out by

P(x0, t0; c) for c2:c0, and hence that u = u(x0, to) on a segment of L

ending at (x0, t0). One then iterates this argument proceeding step-

wise down L. Since L has a minimum slope one arrives at Pi after

finite number of steps and concludes that «(xi, ti) =u(x0, t0).

We can now deduce the analogue of Koebe's theorem.

Theorem 4. Let u be a continuous function which satisfies the para-

bolic mean value property in an open region R. Then u is a solution of

the heat equation in R.

Proof. Let (x0, ta)E.R- Then there is a closed rectangle, P',

centered at (x0, t0) with sides parallel to the axes lying in P. Let v be

the solution of the heat equation in R' which achieves the values u

on the "lower boundary" of R' consisting of the bottom and sides of

R'. This v can be expressed as a "Poisson integral" in terms of the

Green's function for R'. In the interior of P', both u and v satisfy the

parabolic mean value property, hence so does their difference. Thus

the difference satisfies also the maximum principle and must therefore
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achieve both its maximum and minimum on the lower boundary. The

difference vanishes there, so that u=v in R'. Thus u is a solution of

the heat equation at (xo, to), and since (xo, to) is arbitrary in R, u is a

solution of the heat equation throughout R.

In the case of harmonic functions one gets as a trivial consequence

of the Gauss theorem that a similar result holds for means over the

interior of circles (or spheres in higher dimensions). Whether or not

an analogous result holds for the heat equation is not clear. In any

case, it is not as immediate as in the harmonic case.
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